
As a Certified B Corp and a social enterprise, MediaStyle 
believes in doing business for good. Over the last two years,  
we’re proud to have contributed over 2,000 hours and over  
$49,000.00 of pro bono work. 

With a focus in our four pillars—Reconciliation, Health, Education and 
Democracy—we helped these organizations tell the digital stories that are 
shaping the country. Through Gord Downie’s Secret Path and the Gord 
Downie & Chanie Wenjack Fund, we’re helping Indigenous voices lead the 
work of reconciliation and education about residential schools. Through 
our work with Hope Found, we helped to create a recognizable brand for 
those survivors of human trafficking that are trying to build a new life. 

These are a few of the incredible organizations we’ve supported over the 
last two years. We’re proud to share our impact with you in this report,  
and continue to tell the stories of the amazing leaders we’re working with.
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RECONCILIATION

TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISION OF CANADA

MediaStyle’s partnership with The Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada

Through our important work with the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, MediaStyle was 
brought on both to handle media relations as well as act as a strategic consultant for the Commission in 
its final year and a half. In addition to the work we did as part of the contract, MediaStyle was honoured to 
donate the team’s time to help craft messaging and all the speeches for this historical undertaking. 

We worked to share this important story and emphasize the need of awareness for all Canadians. The eyes 
of the world were on Ottawa and the volume of communications support required was enormous. The 
story needed to be told with accuracy, speed and above all, a great sensitivity.

We helped Canadians learn about reconciliation and more importantly the historical context of the Indian 
Residential School system and its impacts. 

WHAT DID WE DO? 

Communications Support: As part of our media hub, our team provided the TRC Commissioners with 
executive level communications support through collateral development and strategic advice. We crafted 
speaking notes for Justice Murray Sinclair, Dr. Marie Wilson and Chief Wilton Littlechild,  as well as wrote 
outreach letters that were distributed to dozens of MPs and legislators. All communications were drafted 
with an eye toward cultural safety, respect for survivors and above all, empathy. 

OUTCOMES

With our media tactics and support, the messages of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission reached 
millions of Canadians. We helped raise the Canadian public’s awareness about the country’s legacy of 
colonialism, and started a national conversation about the need for reconciliation. 



SECRET PATH AND THE GORD DOWNIE & CHANIE WENJACK FUND

Secret Path is a groundbreaking album, graphic novel and animated film. 

Gord Downie began The Secret Path as ten poems inspired by the story of Chanie Wenjack, a twelve 
year-old boy who died fifty years ago on October 22, 1966, running away from the Cecilia Jeffrey Indian 
Residential School near Kenora, Ontario. Gord and Mike Downie brought the recently finished music to 
celebrated graphic novelist artist Jeff Lemire for his help illustrating Chanie’s story, bringing him and the 
thousands of children like him to life. 

In 2016, the Gord Downie & Chanie Wenjack Fund was launched as part of the Secret Path event.  
This catalyst Fund  is focused on cross-cultural education to support healing and recovery. 

WHAT DID WE DO?

Media Relations: MediaStyle collaborated with the Secret Path creative team and production company in 
order to create an earned media strategy that would maximize exposure and interest. The Fund has a series 
of important and nuanced stories to tell. MediaStyle worked to ensure the best spokespeople were selected 
and prepared to help the Fund get off to a strong start.

Communications and Donor Strategy: MediaStyle created the first donor information documents  
for the Fund, as well as created all public-facing digital properties

Event Management: The Fund’s first major events, performances by Gord Downie at the National Arts 
Centre in Ottawa and Roy Thomson Hall in Toronto, represented the official launch of Gord Downie’s 
Secret Path album and a graphic novel from artist Jeff Lemire. MediaStyle has managed all protocols, 
ceremonial activities and dignitary invitations for these events.

Brand Identity: The Fund needed a strong visual brand in order to make a big impact when it was first 
being introduced to Canadians. We leveraged Gord Downie’s iconic hat from August 2016’s Tragically  
Hip concert as the main identifier for the Fund’s logo.

OUTCOMES

As with our fundraising efforts, our digital outcomes were also highly successful in the first two weeks. 
Since October 12, 2016, the social channels have seen the following outcomes:

• 14,007 total unique visits

• Over 2000 subscribers to the email list 

• 6265 page “likes” on Facebook, with a post reach of 75,000 views in one week

• Over 5517  followers on Twitter 

• Over 35% of Canadians are aware of Secret Path and residential schools



HEALTH 

HACKING HEALTH OTTAWA 

MediaStyle’s partnership with Hacking Health Ottawa 

MediaStyle was delighted to support Hacking Health Ottawa for the city’s first-ever health hackathon, 
which took place at Shopify in April 2017. 

Hacking Health Ottawa is part of a global organization called Hacking Health. Hacking Health is an 
international non-for-profit organization founded in Montreal, with the goal is to increase innovation 
in healthcare with a collaborative bottom-up approach, and by placing physicians and healthcare 
professionals at the center of the innovation process.

The health hackathon brought together Ottawa’s leading innovators from across the sectors of health, 
design and technology over the weekend. The goal of the event was to address challenges faced by 
children and their families in order to improve their health care. More than 150 participants collaborated 
to create innovative prototypes for the benefit of the Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario and the 
Ottawa Children's Treatment Centre.

WHAT DID WE DO?

Communications Planning: There were many positive stories to consider as part of the hackathon, but 
it was important to summarize them in a way that was easily understood by the target audiences. The 
high-level messaging of the event materials focused on the possible ways the Hackathon’s innovations 
could change the world: saving lives and improve health outcomes, transforming patient care, and 
breaking down the barriers to innovation.

Media Relations: Our team put together a media outreach list, focusing on journalists who would be 
most interested in covering this exciting initiative. This included pre-event interviews organizers and 
subject-matter experts, as well as promoting coverage of the event itself.

Social Media: MediaStyle was on site for the three days of the event to bolster Health Hacking Ottawa’s 
digital presence. Working with organizers and volunteers, we ensured that key messages and photos 
from the event were posted to the event’s social channels, including use of Facebook Live video for  
key moments.

OUTCOMES

We were able to generate public and media attention for the hackathon, which was inspiring for 
everyone involved. Mainstream media coverage was secured in outlets such as Radio-Canada, Ottawa 
Citizen and Metro News. 

What’s even more exciting is some of the great innovations that were created over the weekend. Some 
of the successful event projects dealt with issues related to sleep apnea, patient wait times, and medical 
knowledge-sharing. Check out Health Hacking Ottawa’s Medium post, which gives a review of the 
successful event. Winning teams were awarded prizing worth $120,000 in support to help move their 
prototypes into reality.



EQUITY

HOPE FOUND

MediaStyle’s partnership with Voice Found

Voice Found is a national, Ottawa-based non- profit organization committed to preventing child sexual 
abuse and proactively supporting the healing and recovery of individuals and communities from 
that abuse. Our mission is to reduce the social and economic impact of childhood sexual abuse and 
commercial sexual exploitation.

In 2015, Voice Found received funding for the next five years from the federal Department of Justice, 
under the Victim’s Fund to create The Hope Found Project, that will provide support to survivors of 
human trafficking. The new project is unique in that it will offer trauma- informed and survivor- led  
services and will also liaise with existing services to fill the gaps that currently exist in helping these 
trafficking survivors. The Hope Found Project serves all of the Eastern Ontario region.

WHAT DID WE DO?

MediaStyle helped The Hope Found Project with a variety of communication products: a sub-brand, 
content creation, media relations strategy and outreach as well as organizing and launching the new 
project to the community and media. 

Brand Creation: We helped alter the existing Voice Found brand to expand it to create a suitable  
sub-brand for The Hope Found project. 

Media Relations: We worked on the media strategy, organized and hosted the official launch  
which included members of the Voice Found board, staff and the Mayor of Ottawa as well as 
members of the media.  

OUTCOMES 

We were able to generate media attention for the Hope Found Project with media attending the media 
launch. The Ottawa Citizen has written a series of articles featuring Cynthia Bland and the new project. 
The program has now delivered education to 3000 service providers, law enforcement, teachers and 
students throughout Ottawa and eastern Ontario. After just 18 months, the project has already supported 
68 trafficking victims—more than half of its overall goal for five years. Further, their peer support model 
was used at the Canadian Human Trafficking Conference.



OTTAWA COALITION TO END VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 

MEDIASTYLE’S PARTNERSHIP WITH OCTEVAW

The Ottawa Coalition to End Violence Against Women (OCTEVAW) operates as a coalition model 
in Ottawa to unite frontline agencies, service providers, police, and community members in 
ending gender-based violence. OCTEVAW aspires to a future in which:

All members of the community, including individuals, organizations, policy makers, and the legal 
system are united in efforts to ensure a permanent end to all gender-based violence, including 
violence and abuse against women and children.

Respect for the inherent worth and dignity of women, trans and gender-variant individuals is 
reflected in our public institutions.

Women, trans and gender-variant individuals are able to live violence-free lives rooted in 
autonomy and self-determination.

WHAT DID WE DO?

Public Engagement Strategy: MediaStyle Strategist, Bailey Reid, sits on the Public Engagement 
Committee as Chair. In this work, we work collectively with a team of about 15 people, including 
frontline workers, police officers, and community members, to develop events and campaigns 
that reach the public, about a topic that’s often very difficult to talk about. 

Event Support: OCTEVAW’s Public Engagement Committee hosts a number of events 
throughout the year, including Shine the Light. Shine the Light engages several neighbourhoods in 
Ottawa to “shine a light” on domestic based-violence by decorating their storefronts with purple. 
MediaStyle supported this work by providing planning support and media strategy.

Media Relations: MediaStyle writes and delivers press releases and media advisories for 
OCTEVAW’s events and campaigns. We also provide media strategy advice to OCTEVAW and 
some member organizations to help them amplify their important work in the city. 

OUTCOMES

Through our work with OCTEVAW, we helped contribute to: 

• Raising awareness about Sexual Assault Awareness Month through podcasting support 

• Training Project Soundcheck participants using design-thinking to end gendered violence  
at music festivals

• Engaging social media campaigns about sexual and intimate partner violence  
on Valentine’s Day, St. Patrick’s Day, New Year’s Eve, and Canada Day

• The highlest level of participation thus far for Shine the Light 

We proud to be a member of such an important organization in Ottawa. 



OTHER SPECIAL PROJECTS

MediaStyle’s partnership with Basement Revue

The Basement Revue project aimed to bring together Indigenous and non-Indigenous creators in a 
cross-Canada tour, curriculum and digital hub centred on reconciliation. MediaStyle donated many 
hours of time to this project, specifically around the business start-up opportunities. 

MediaStyle’s partnership with Moose Hide

The Moose Hide campaign is a grassroots movement that gets men involved in ending violence 
against Indigenous women and children. MediaStyle worked with Moose Hide founders to produce 
the National Moose Hide Gathering event in 2016. We also developed a brand guide for all related 
materials. 

MediaStyle’s partnership with Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami: A Taste of the Arctic

MediaStyle has had an ongoing working relationship with Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, the representative 
body for Canada’s Inuit. In 2017, MediaStyle aided in the production of their A Taste of the Arctic 
event, which offers attendees an Inuit cultural experience. MediaStyle supported ITK by providing 
event management and graphic design support. 

MediaStyle’s partnership with Mamawi Together

Màmawi:Together is a community initiative of parents, students, community members and corporate 
supporters working together to bring Indigenous awareness education and reconciliation projects to 
life in Ottawa, Ontario and beyond. MediaStyle provided communications strategy and advice, social 
media management, a live stream and social media coverage for the event as part of their Indigenous 
Speaker Series. 

MediaStyle’s partnership with Project Purse

Women Helping Women: Project Purse  was an initiative in the Ottawa community that brought 
together the Ottawa Police Service and various shelters in a campaign to fill purses with sanitary 
products. MediaStyle created a promotional video to spread work about the project.  The initial goal 
was to fill and deliver 50 purses but wIth the help of MediaStyle, the volunteers were able to donate 
more than 2000 purses.

MediaStyle’s partnership with Arboretum Festival 

In 2016, Arboretum Music Festival celebrated its fifth year in Ottawa. With a commitment to  
gender balance among headliners and the inclusion of Indigenous land acknowledgments, the event 
demonstrates many of the core values that MediaStyle also holds close. MediaStyle worked with 
Arboretum Festival in two capacities: we provided pro-bono communications strategy support,  
as well as hosting our social communications lab, The Commons, on site. 


